Study on fatigue crack nucleation of electrodeposited nanocrystalline nickel
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Abstract: The mechanism of fatigue crack nucleation for nanocrystalline (nc) nickel was experimentally investigated in this paper. The samples of electrodeposited nc nickel were loaded cyclically by using a three point bending instrument at first. Then, atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to scanning the sample surface after fatigue testing. The results indicated that, after fatigue testing, there are vortex-like cells with an average size of 108nm appeared along the crack on nc nickel sample. And, the roughness of sample surface increased with the maximum stress at the surface.

Introduction

The electrodeposited nanocrystalline (nc) metal is often used as a model material in investigations due to its full density and quasi equilibrium microstructure [1-4]. The mechanical properties, such as tension, creep, and indentation, were reported to study the deformation mechanism of nc metals. But, as mentioned in Kumar et al’s review [5], electrodeposition typically yield only thin foils that are at most several hundred micrometers in thickness. This aroused experimental difficulties in fatigue testing. Hanlon et al [6, 7] investigated the fatigue properties of nc and ufg electrodeposited Ni. Their experimental results indicated that, with grain refinement, the resistance to failure under stress-controlled fatigue increased. Moser et al [8] observed cyclic strain hardening and frequency-dependent fatigue life in electrodeposited nc Ni. However at present, the mechanism of fatigue crack nucleation for nc materials is not very clear. In relation with coarse grain cases, where persistent slip bands (PSBs) were observed on the sample surface while cyclic loading, several models based on dislocation interaction were proposed to predict the fatigue life [9]. But, with the grain size down to nanometer regime, the pile up of dislocations becomes more difficult, and other mechanism such as grain boundary sliding or Coble creep may replace the dislocation mechanism as the main deformation mechanism [10-17]. Obviously, the performance of fatigue crack nucleation may vary due to the change of deformation mechanism.

The aim of this paper is to study the mechanism of fatigue crack initiation experimentally. First, fatigue testing was carried out with the nc and coarse-grained (cg) Nickel samples. Then, the sample surface was observed because that the fatigue cracks often initiate from there. For the very fine size of microstructure of nc materials, atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used in this investigation to observe the sample surface before and after fatigue loading.

Materials and experimental method

Electrodeposited nc Ni sheets with 120µm in thickness were used in this paper. The average grain size of 26nm was measured by image analysis from TEM photos. On the other hand, a cg Ni sheet with 42µm average grain size was used as a comparison with the nc Ni.

Fatigue experiments for the nc and cg Ni sheets were conducted using a three point bending grip with a span of 10 mm. The rectangular specimen was 15mm long, 5mm wide and 120µm thick. Before the testing, specimens were ground and polished. Fatigue loading was applied by a rotation machine at room temperature. Fig.1(a) is the schematic drawing of the machine and the grip. When
the shaft rotated, the cam will push the lower grip up and back. Then, the lower surface of the specimen was engaged the tension fatigue load. The maximum load at the sample surface is controlled by the end deflection of the sample. The cyclic frequency is 52.5Hz. The waveform is sinusoidal.

After cyclically loading on samples to fracture, optical microscopy (OM) and AFM were used to observe the crack nucleation and measure the surface roughness. Fig.1(b) shows the schematic drawing of the positions observed by OM/AFM.

![Schematic drawing of (a) fatigue testing system and (b) positions observed by OM/AFM](image)

Fig.1 Schematic drawing of (a) fatigue testing system and (b) positions observed by OM/AFM

![Optical photographs of sample surface after fatigue testing](image)

Fig.2 Optical photographs of sample surface after fatigue testing
(a) CG Ni sample after $2 \times 10^6$ cycles of loading. (b) NC Ni after $10^5$ cycles of loading.

Results

The sample surface shown in Fig.1(b) was observed by OM periodically in the fatigue testing. As shown in Fig.2(a), after several millions of loading cycles, there are plenty of short cracks appear in the surface of samples. This indicates that the crack nucleation of cg Ni is of a collective mode namely a group of cracks prevailing. Whereas for nc Ni, as shown in Fig.2(b), there is only one crack in the fatigue process.

After fatigue testing, AFM was used to scan the sample surface along the crack. As shown in Fig.3(a), there are vortex-like cells appear near the crack in nc Ni, which was more obvious in Fig.3(b) and Fig.3(c). The size of this kind of cells was analyzed by using image analysis software. Fig.3(e) gives the histogram of the cell diameter. The average value is 108nm. Fig.3 (d) shows the section lines of the scanning area. It is seen that the height of the vortex-like cells is about 10nm. It is different with the sample surface before the fatigue testing.

There are no any vortex-like cells observed on the other area, even in the high stress area. However, for nc Ni, the roughness of the high stress area is larger than that of the low stress area. For cg Ni, it looks that the roughness does not change with the applied stress. Table 1 lists the roughness measured by using AFM. This can also be observed in Fig.4.
Fig.3 (a) Height map of the scanning area near the crack on the sample surface. (b) 3-D map of the scanning area (c) Friction map of the scanning area (d) Section map of the scanning area (e) Histogram of the cell diameter, which was measured by using image analysis. The average value of the cell diameter is 108nm. Scanning range: 1.6µm×1.6µm

Fig.4 Section lines of different area. (a) High stress area of nc Ni (b) Low stress area of nc Ni (c) High stress area of cg Ni (d) Low stress area of cg Ni. Scanning range: 2.5µm×2.5µm

Table 1 Roughness of the scanning area for nc Ni and cg Ni.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scanning area</th>
<th>Nc Ni</th>
<th>Ra [nm]</th>
<th>Cg Ni</th>
<th>Ra [nm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High stress area</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low stress area</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

The AFM map indicated that, after fatigue testing, there are vortex-like cells with an average size of 108 nm appeared along the crack on nc Ni sample. It is larger than the average grain size of nc Ni. And, the roughness of sample surface increased with the maximum stress at the surface. This suggests that the crack nucleation mechanism of nc Ni is related with the deformation of grain clusters. The movement of grain clusters under cyclic loading leads to the rough sample surface and the formation of a small valley. With the surface roughness increased the depth of valleys increased to form the main crack.

Wang et al [11] studied the static and dynamic creep behavior of the electrodeposited nc Ni at the room temperature. It appeared that grain boundary sliding and diffusive matter transport played an important role in terms of deformation mechanisms of nc materials. Yagi et al [12] and Chinh et al [13] provided some experimental evidence for grain boundary sliding in nc or ultrafine-grained metals. Their observations were very similar with the results in this investigation. Based on these experimental results, a model based on grain boundary sliding was proposed to predict the fatigue life of nc materials.

As shown in Fig.5, after one cycle of loading, parts of sample will slip along the shear plane. This induces a step formed at the sample surface. After another load cycle, for the reason of surface oxidation or pollution, sample will slip along another shear plane. If this plane is close with the first plane, then a valley will formed. These kinds of valley will become deeper with the increase of the load cycles. At last, one of such kind of valleys will grow up to a main crack.

An expression for the grain boundary sliding rate was given by Raj and Ashby [17]. At temperatures significantly below \( \theta_m/2 \),

\[
\dot{u} = \frac{2\delta \Omega D_0 \tau_a}{k \theta \delta} \frac{1}{h^2},
\]

where the parameter \( h \) is the amplitude of the sinusoidal grain boundary, which is taken as \( d/4 \). In this investigation, \( d \) is the average size of the vortex like cells. \( \Omega \) is the atomic volume. \( \delta \) is the thickness of the boundary. \( \theta \) is the temperature. \( \tau_a \) is the shear stress acted on the grain boundary. In the fatigue testing, it can be expressed as follow.

\[
\tau_a = \frac{\sigma_m + \sigma_a \cos(\omega t)}{2},
\]

where \( \sigma_m \) is the average stress. \( \sigma_a \) is the amplitude of the stress wave. \( \omega \) is the frequency of the stress wave. Insert Eq. 2 into Eq.1, we get

Fig.5 Schematic illustration of fatigue crack initiation mechanism for nc Ni. (a) Sample as received (b) After a cycle of loading, parts of sample slip along the shear plane and a step forms at surface. (c) After another cycle of loading, parts of sample slip along adjacent shear plane and a valley forms at surface.
\[ \dot{u} = \frac{16\Omega D_b}{k\theta} \frac{1}{d^2} (\sigma_m + \sigma_s \cos(\omega t)) \]

The height of the surface step formed by grain boundary sliding after one cycle of loading can be expressed as follow.

\[ H = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \int_0^T \dot{u} dt = \frac{16\Omega D_b \sigma_m}{\sqrt{2k\theta}} \frac{1}{d^2} T \]

The valleys depth increase with the cycles of loading. It will become short cracks on the sample surface. Suresh & Ritchie [9] suggested four definitions for short cracks. One of them is called mechanically small flaws. The near tip plasticity is comparable to the crack size for this type of short crack. The transition crack size from the mechanical short crack to long crack was proposed by Kitagawa & Takahashi [9].

\[ a_0 = \frac{1}{\pi} \left( \frac{\Delta K_{th}}{\Delta \sigma_e} \right)^2 \]

where the parameter \( \Delta K_{th} \) is the threshold stress intensity factor range. \( \Delta \sigma_e \) is the smooth sample fatigue limit. When the short crack size reaches the transition crack size, the crack initiation should be finished. Then, the cycles for fatigue crack initiation can be estimated as following.

\[ N = 2A \frac{a_0}{H} \]

where parameter \( A \) is the probability for the slipping at the same location on the sample surface. This model indicates that the fatigue life is related with the average stress, the frequency of loading, temperature, etc. For the complexity of the fatigue crack nucleation, more experimental investigations should be proposed to validate this model.

Other than the crack nucleation mechanism of nc Ni, the crack nucleation for cg Ni is of traditional PSB mechanism. With the cycles of load increased, the dislocations moved in the persistent slip bands, which induced the short cracks initiation in some grains. The propagations of these short cracks will be interrupted by the grain boundary. That means there will have a group of short cracks appeared at the sample surface before a main crack formed. This is the reason why the crack nucleation of cg Ni is of a collective mode. However, for nc Ni, the crack nucleation mechanism might be related with the grain boundary sliding. The grain boundary will not be the obstacle for the propagation of small valley formed by the movement of grain clusters. That’s why there are only one crack observed on the sample surface for nc Ni.

**Concluding remarks**

The crack nucleation of cg Ni is of a collective mode namely a group of cracks prevailing, whereas for nc Ni there is only one crack in the fatigue process.

After fatigue testing, there are vortex-like cells with an average size of 108nm appeared along the crack on nc Ni sample. And, the roughness of sample surface increased with the maximum stress at the surface. This suggests that the crack nucleation of nc Ni is related with the deformation of grain clusters.

A model based on grain boundary sliding mechanism was proposed for nc Ni fatigue crack nucleation.
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